Hole #1

“Bridgewater”

One of the most challenging starting holes in all of Niagara.
Plays 423 from the tips with a creek coming into play 280 from the tee.
Longer hitters have to hit no more than 3 wood, leaving a difficult long
to mid iron into a very narrow, bunker guarded green.
Walk away with par and you will not complain.
Yellow: 320 Red: 358 White: 384 Blue: 414 Black: 423

Hole #2

“Sentinel Trap”

Great dogleg left par 4. Hit the drive down the middle for a short iron
approach shot or try and cut the corner over one of the very few
fairway bunkers at Bridgewater and be left with a short wedge in.
Beware of the hazard right and left off the tee.
Large bunkers guard this long, sloping green.
Yellow: 247 Red: 297 White: 354 Blue: 375 Black: 391

Hole #3

“Wind Jammer”

The 2nd longest hole on the course. This straight away par 5 is usually
always into a harsh wind. Longer hitters will have trouble reaching this
green in 2. The layup is key here, a small fairway bunker can create
havoc for the approach shot into the narrowest green on the course.
Birdies are hard to come by on this hole.
Yellow: 362 Red: 444 White: 473 Blue: 498 Black: 521

Hole #4

“Cleavage”

The most scenic par 3 on the course. Mid to long iron for most,
accuracy and distance control is key here. With one on the most severely
sloped greens on the course, 3 putts are not uncommon. Guarded by
bunkers front, right and long, up and downs are hard to achieve.
Hazard on the left makes this hole very daunting.
Yellow: 120 Red: 130 White: 150 Blue: 167 Black: 181

Hole #5

“Eagles Hope”

The shortest par 5 on the course. Although straight and usually down
wind, accuracy is still a priority tee to green. Trees right and left off the
tee, a creek that runs through the fairway 100 yards out makes going for
it or laying up a big decision. Staying below the hole is key on this
dramatic back to front sloped green.
Yellow: 320 Red: 374 White: 424 Blue: 462 Black: 479

Hole #6

“Chameleon”

The toughest par 3 on the course. Always keep in mind the pin
placement here as this is the fastest, most undulating green. Deep
bunkers left and right with a creek just 10 yards short of the green
makes club selection key. More often than not, 2 more clubs are
required due to the wind.
Yellow: 103 Red: 127 White: 137 Blue: 159 Black: 172

Hole #7

“Long Reach”

The 2nd longest par 4 on the course. Although straight and open, par is
hard to come by. Slightly uphill with trees down the left side and bush
on the right requires 2 very straight shots into the green.
A simple yet lighting fast back to front sloped green awaits.
Yellow: 273 Red: 303 White: 350 Blue: 414 Black: 430

Hole #8

“Wild Cherry”

The 2nd longest hole on the course. This tightly tree lined, uphill par 4
requires 2 perfect shots to have a birdie chance. A partially blind
approach shot will leave you guessing as to which club you need.
Make par here, you will gain confidence heading into the turn.
Yellow: 314 Red: 391 White: 411 Blue: 425 Black: 439

Hole #9

“Devil's Delight”

A picturesque front nine finish. This 2 tiered, slight dogleg right par 4
requires a perfect drive to setup a clear 2nd shot. Get in trouble off the
tee, laying up becomes a question. Longer hitters can drive down the hill
leaving a wedge in. One of the smaller greens on the course is guarded
by a creek 30 yards before, along with 4 large bunkers to the right, back
and left.
Yellow: 275 Red: 329 White: 360 Blue: 391 Black: 416

Hole #10

“Easy Turn”

Being one of the easier holes on the course there is a good chance for
birdie here. Beware of the dense trees down left side and out of bounds
down the right side. An uphill approach shot requires 1 more club than
you think into a large, tricky green.
Yellow: 205 Red: 279 White: 321 Blue: 339 Black: 358

Hole #11

“Power Line”

This very reachable, straight away par 5 can get your round back on
track. The name comes from the large power lines down the right side
outlining out of bounds. With a dominant left to right wind, 3 off the
tee is very common. Make sure your approach shot is pin high as this is
the longest green. Scores of 3 and 8 are typical here.
Yellow: 364 Red: 429 White: 443 Blue: 465 Black: 499

Hole #12

“Poplar Place”

Arguably, the toughest par 4 at Bridgewater. A perfect drive is required
as tall, thick trees guard the fairway down the left and right. Usually into
a heavy wind, a variety of shot options are available for your approach.
Regarded as one of the most difficult greens to read on the course, you
will want to stay below the hole.
Yellow: 250 Red: 286 White: 350 Blue: 376 Black: 384

Hole #13

“Haunted Willow”

The only hole at Bridgewater without a bunker, this short par 3 requires
precise distance control off the tee due to its elevated, short length
green and false front. Any shot hit short will find the creek that runs in
front at the bottom of the hill. Par is a very respectable score.
Yellow: 99 Red: 129 White: 141 Blue: 145 Black: 154

Hole #14

“Plateau”

The shortest par 4 on the course. A great risk-reward hole. A very slight
dogleg left allows for a driver or iron off the tee. Out of bounds down
the entire left side and behind the green will create some nerves. Even
though the approach shot is very short, it could be one of the toughest,
plateau green to stop the ball on in Niagara.
Yellow: 206 Red: 291 White: 306 Blue: 315 Black: 323

Hole #15

“Inferno”

Visually the most stunning hole at Bridgewater. A great dogleg right par
4 has historically been a “make or break the round” hole. Off the tee, a
straight drive, left to right drive will leave you down the middle. Cut the
corner over the daunting, tall evergreen trees if you wish. This generous
yet fast sloping green is guarded by large, deep bunkers left and right.
Yellow: 256 Red: 319 White: 349 Blue: 376 Black: 391

Hole #16

“Gotcha”

The longest par 3 on the course. Your nerves will be tested here with
out of bounds all down the left side. Any shot 15 yards left will be 3 off
the tee. The long and exceptional narrow green requires precise
accuracy with a wood to long iron. Up and downs are very difficult with
trees and bunkers on both sides of the green. 3 is a very good score.
Yellow: 129 Red: 134 White: 168 Blue: 183 Black: 196

Hole #17

“Hickory”

A perfect straight away, short par 4. Stay away from the left side as it is
all trees. One of the toughest greens to hold because of the steep left to
right slope. A long deep bunker on the front left of the green creates
trouble for most. Great chance for birdie heading into 18.
Yellow: 265 Red: 315 White: 359 Blue: 375 Black: 383

Hole #18

“Finale”

One of the best finishing holes in Niagara. A great 3 shot dogleg right
par 5, longer hitters might reach in 2. Hazard down the right side makes
accuracy a premium. One of the toughest layups there is with a creek
coming into play 100 yards from green. Take another half club to this
elevated, severely fast sloped back to front green. Birdie is not
guaranteed .
Yellow: 355 Red: 426 White: 446 Blue: 498 Black: 524

